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1. Pretraining

that we be able to backpropagate through the fitting procedure and the loss computation. Here we present the gradients of the critical equations described in the paper.
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In the paper we described the data term for our loss function f (·) which takes a toroidal PDF P (i, j), fits a bivariate
von Mises distribution to P , and then computes the negative
log-likelihood of the true white point L∗ under that distribution. This loss is non-convex, and therefore may behave
erratically in the earliest training iterations. This issue is
compounded by our differentiable BVM fitting procedure,
which may be inacurate when P has a low concentration,
which is often the case in early iterations. For this reason,
we train our model in two stages: In the “pretraining” stage
we replace the data term in our loss function with a more
simple loss: straightforward logistic regression with respect
to P and some ground-truth PDF P ∗ (Eq. 2), and then in the
second training stage we use the data term described in the
paper while using the output of pretraining to initialize the
model. Because our regularization is also convex, using this
pretraining loss makes our entire optimization problem convex and therefore straightforward to optimize, and (when
coupled with our use of LBFGS for optimization instead of
some SGD-like approach) also makes training deterministic.
Computing a logistic loss is straightforward: we compute a ground-truth PDF P ∗ from the ground-truth illuminant L∗ , and then compute a standard logistic loss.
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By chaining these gradients together we can backpropagate
the gradient of the loss back onto the input PDF P . Backpropagating through the softmax operation and the convolution (and illumination gain/bias) is straightforward and so
is not detailed here.

3. Deep Models
In the main paper we stated that Models N, O, and P use
an alternative parametrization to incorporate external features during training and testing. This parameterization allows our model to reason about things other than simple
pixel and edge log-chroma histograms, like semantics and
camera metadata. In the basic model presented in the main
paper, we learn a set of weights ({Fk }, G, B), where these
weights determine the shape of the filters used during convolution and the per-color gain/bias applied to the output of
that convolution. Let us abstractly refer to the concatenation of these (preconditioned, Fourier-domain) weights as
w, and let the loss contributed by the data term for training data instance i be fi (w) (here fi (w) does not just apply
a loss, but first undoes the preconditioning transformation
and maps from our real FFT vector space to a complex 2D
FFT). Training our basic model can be thought of as simply
finding
X
arg min
fi (w)
(5)

i,j

This loss behaves very similarly to the loss used in CCC [1],
but it has the added benefit of being convex.

2. Backpropagation
The bivariate von Mises estimation procedure described
in the paper can be thought of as a “layer” in a deep learning
architecture, as our end-to-end training procedure requires

w
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To generalize our model, instead of learning a single model
w, we instead define a feature vector for each training instance xi and learn a mapping from each xi to some wi such
that the loss for all {wi } is minimized. Instead of learning a
single w, we learn the weights in a small 2-layer neural network with a ReLU activation function, where those network
weights define the mapping from features to FFCC parameters. The resulting optimization problem during training
is:
X
arg min
fi (W2 max(0, W1 xi + b1 ) + b2 ) (6)
W1 ,b1 ,W2 ,b2

i

Like in all other experiments we train using batch L-BFGS,
but instead of the two-stage training used in the shallow
model (a convex “pretraining” loss and a nonconvex final
loss), we have only one training stage: 64 iterations of
LBFGS, in which we minimize a weighted sum of the two
losses. Our input vectors {xi } are whitened before training,
and the whitening transformation is absorbed into W1 and
b1 after training so that unwhitened features can be used at
test-time. Our weights are initialized to random Gaussian
noise, unlike the shallow model which is initialized to all
zeros. Unlike our “shallow” model, in which w is regularized during training, for our “deep” models we do not directly regularize each wi but instead indirectly regularize all
wi by minimizing the squared 2-norm of each Wi and bi .
This use of weight decay to regularize our model depends
critically on the frequency-domain preconditioning we use,
which causes a simple weight decay to indirectly impose
the careful smoothness regularizer that was constructed for
our shallow model. Note that our “deep” model is equivalent to our “shallow” model if the input vector is empty
(ie, xi = [ ]), as b2 would behave equivalently to w in that
case. We use 4 hidden units for Models N and O, and 8
hidden units for Model P (which uses the concatenated features from both Models N and O). The magnitude of the
noise used for initialization and of the weight decay for each
layer of the network are tuned using cross-validation.
To produce the “metadata” features used in Models O
and P we use the EXIF tags included in the Gehler-Shi
dataset. Using external information in this way is unusual
in the color constancy literature, which is why this aspect of
our model is relegated to just two experiments (all figures
and other results do not use external metadata). In contrast,
camera manufacturers spend significant effort considering
sensor spectral properties and other sources of information
that may be useful when building a white balance system.
For example, knowing that two images came from two different sensors (as is the case in the Gehler-Shi dataset) allows for a more careful treatment of absolute color and
black body radiation. And knowing the absolute brightness
of the scene (indicated by the camera’s exposure time, etc)
can be a useful cue for distinguishing between the bright

light of the sun and the relatively low light of man made
light sources. As the improved performance of Model O
demonstrates, this other information is indeed informative
and can induce a significant reduction in error. We use a
compact feature vector that encodes the outer product of the
exposure settings of the camera and the name of the camera
sensor itself, all extracted from the EXIF tags included in
the public dataset:
xi =vec(

(7)

[log(shutter speedi ); log(f numberi ); 1]
×[1Canon1D (camerai ), 1Canon5D (camerai ), 1])
Note that the Gehler-Shi dataset uses images from two different Canon cameras, as reflected here. The log of the shutter speed and F number are chosen as features because, in
theory, their difference should be proportional to the log of
the exposure value of the image, which should indicate the
amount of light receiving by the camera sensor.
The “semantics” features used in Models N and P are
simply the output of the CNN model used in [6], which was
run on the pre-whitebalance image after it is center-cropped
to a square and resized to 256 × 256. Because this image
is in the sensor colorspace, before passing it to the CNN
we scale the green channel by 0.6, apply a CCM, and apply
an sRGB gamma curve. These semantic features have a
modest positive effect.

4. Real Bijective FFT
In the paper we describe Fv (Z), a FFT variant that takes
the 2D FFT of a n × n real-valued 2D image Z and then linearizes it into a real-valued vector with no redundant values.
Having this FFT-like one-to-one mapping between real 2D
images and real 1D vectors enables our frequency-domain
preconditioner.
Our modified FFT function is defined as:


Re(F (Z) (0 : n/2, 0))
 Re(F (Z) (0 : n/2, n/2))



 Re(F (Z) (0 : (n − 1), 1 : (n/2 − 1))) 

Fv (Z) = 
 Im(F (Z) (1 : (n/2 − 1), 0))



 Im(F (Z) (1 : (n/2 − 1), n/2 − 1))

n
Im(F (Z) (0 : (n − 1), 1 : ( /2 − 1)))
(8)
Where F (Z) (i, j) is the complex number at the zeroindexed (i, j) position in the FFT of Z, and Re(·) and Im(·)
extract real and imaginary components, respectively. The
output of Fv (Z) is an n2 -dimensional vector, as it must be
for our mapping to preserve all FFT coefficients with no redundancy. To preserve the scale
√ of the FFT through this
mapping we scale Fv (Z) by 2, ignoring the entries that
correspond to:
Re(F (Z) (0, 0))

Re(F (Z) (0, n/2))
Re(F (Z) (n/2, 0))
Re(F (Z) (n/2, n/2))

(9)

This scaling ensure that the magnitude of Z is preserved:
2

kFv (Z)k = |F (Z)|

2

(10)

To compute the inverse of Fv (·) we undo this scaling, undo
the vectorization by filling in a subset of the elements of
F (Z) from the vector representation, set the other elements
of F (Z) such that Hermitian symmetry holds, and the invert the FFT.

5. Results
Because our model produces a complete posterior distribution over illuminants in the form of a covariance matrix Σ, each of our illuminant estimates comes with a measure of confidence in the form of the entropy: 21 log |Σ|
(ignoring a constant shift). A low entropy suggests a tight
concentration of the output distribution, which tends to be
well-correlated with a low error. To demonstrate this we
present a novel error metric, which is twice the area under
the curve formed by ordering all images (the union of all
test-set images from each cross-validation fold) by ascending entropy and normalizing by the number of images. In
Figure 1 we visualize this error metric and show that our
entropy-ordered error is substantially lower than the mean
error for both of our datasets, which shows that a low entropy is suggestive of a low error. We are not aware of any
other color constancy technique which explicitly predicts a
confidence measure, and so we do not compare against any
existing technique, but it can be demonstrated that if the entropy used to sort error is decorrelated with error (or, equivalently, if the error cannot be sorted due to the lack of the
means to sort it) that entropy-ordered error will on average
be equal to mean error.
To allow for a better understanding of our model’s performance, we present images from the Gehler-Shi dataset
[3, 5] (Figures 2-11) and the Canon 1Ds MkIII camera from
the Cheng et al. dataset [2] (Figures 12-16). There results
were produced using Model J presented in the main paper. For each dataset we perform three-fold cross validation, and with that we produce output predictions for each
image along with an error measure (angular RGB error) and
an entropy measure (the entropy of the covariance matrix of
our predicted posterior distribution over illuminants). The
images chosen here were selected by sorting images from
each dataset by increasing error and evenly sampling images according to that ordering (10 from Gehler-Shi, 5 from
the smaller Cheng dataset). This means that the first image
in each sequence is the lowest error image, and the last is
the highest. The rendered images include the color checker

(a) Gehler-Shi dataset [3, 5]
EO Error: 1.287
Mean Error: 1.775

(b) Cheng et al. dataset [2]
1.696
2.121

Figure 1: By sorting each image by the entropy of its posterior distribution we can show that entropy correlates with
error. Here we sort the images by ascending entropy and
plot the cumulative sum of the error, filling in the area under that curve with gray. If entropy was not correlated with
error we would expect the area under the curve to match the
black line, and if entropy was perfectly correlated with error then the area under the curve would exactly match the
dashed red line. We report twice the area under the curve
as “entropy-ordered” error (mean error happens to be twice
the area under the diagonal line).

used in creating the ground-truth illuminants used during
training, but it should be noted that these color checkers are
masked out when these images are used during training and
evaluation. For each image we present: a) the input image,
b) the predicted bivariate von Mises distribution over illuminants, c) our estimated illuminant and white-balanced image (produced by dividing the estimated illuminant into the
input image), and d) the ground-truth illuminant and whitebalanced image. Our log-chroma histograms are visualized
using gray light de-aliasing to assign each (i, j) coordinate
a color, with a blue dot indicating the location/color of the
ground-truth illuminant, a red dot indicating our predicted
illuminant µ and a red ellipse indicating the predicted covariance of the illuminant Σ. The bright lines in the histogram indicate the locations where u = 0 or v = 0.
The reported entropy of the covariance Σ corresponds to
the spread of the covariance (low entropy = small spread).
We see that our low error predictions tend to have lower
entropies, and vice versa, confirming our analysis in Figure 1. We also see that the ground-truth illuminant tends
to lie within the estimated covariance matrix, though not
always for the largest-error images.
In Figure 17 we visualize a set of images taken from a
Nexus 6 in the HDR+ mode [4] after being white-balanced
by Model Q in the main paper (the version designed to run
on thumbnail images).

6. Color Rendering
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(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction

(d) Ground Truth

Figure 2: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 0.02°, entropy = −6.48

(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction

(d) Ground Truth

Figure 3: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 0.26°, entropy = −6.55

(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction

(d) Ground Truth

Figure 4: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 0.46°, entropy = −6.91

(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction

(d) Ground Truth

Figure 5: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 0.63°, entropy = −6.37

(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction

(d) Ground Truth

Figure 6: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 0.83°, entropy = −6.62

(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction

(d) Ground Truth

Figure 7: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 1.19°, entropy = −6.71

(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction

(d) Ground Truth

Figure 8: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 1.61°, entropy = −6.88
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Figure 9: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 2.35°, entropy = −6.32

(a) Input Image

(b) Illuminant Posterior

(c) Our prediction
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Figure 10: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 3.84°, entropy = −5.28
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Figure 11: A result from the Gehler-Shi dataset using Model J. Error = 21.64°, entropy = −4.95
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Figure 12: A result from the Cheng dataset using Model J. Error = 0.12°, entropy = −6.82
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Figure 13: A result from the Cheng dataset using Model J. Error = 0.64°, entropy = −6.69
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Figure 14: A result from the Cheng dataset using Model J. Error = 1.37°, entropy = −6.48
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Figure 15: A result from the Cheng dataset using Model J. Error = 2.69°, entropy = −5.82

(a) Input Image
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(c) Our prediction
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Figure 16: A result from the Cheng dataset using Model J. Error = 17.85°, entropy = −3.04

Figure 17: A sampling of unedited HDR+[4] images from a Nexus 6, after being processed with Model Q.

